
Woolpert:  
A Premier Google Partner
Woolpert possesses a unique perspective on large, complex data challenges.  
We’ve been accruing multidisciplinary experience for more than a century,  
and our varied client base has opened doors that remain closed to many other  
technology firms. Where opportunity and ability intersect, Woolpert is poised  
to help you leverage new technology to achieve your business goals.

As a Premier Google Partner, Woolpert provides all  
clients with the following services:

WOOLPERT 
BY THE NUMBERS

Google Cloud Partner of 
the Year for Location-Based 
Services

Google Cloud Partner of the 
Year for Customer Success  
in Google Maps

years in geospatial industry  

Google certifications  

access to help and resources 

2019

2017

50+

38+

24/7

• One-on-one consulting and best practices based on extended expertise
• Multi-tiered account management program to align your experience with  

your requirements for a successful solution
• Engineering and technical support, from basic developer training to complete 

prototype builds
• Insightful tools that enable our proactive support, help you understand usage 

and minimize unexpected charges
• Exclusive knowledge base, beyond standard Google documentation, of best 

practices and proven tips



We handle simple and complex licensing needs, including managing multiple procurement workflows, scaling billing,  
customizing invoices and offering exclusive pricing beyond Google’s estimates. We empower your business with experience  
and insight.
• Maps: Build customized, agile user experiences with familiar, favored maps.
• Routes: Help users analyze distances and travel times between multiple points for the best course from A to Z.
• Places: Empower users to discover the world using the most comprehensive and accurate point-of-interest and  
  geolocation database.

Since Woolpert achieved Google Premier status, we have continued to invest in our people, processes and technologies to  
support you with the highest level of cloud expertise. Cloud solutions help your business thrive.
• Modernize infrastructure.
• Accelerate app innovation.
• Create intelligence from data.
• Address business challenges.
• Transform the workforce.

We navigate the organizational change associated with adopting Google Workspace by analyzing your organization, engaging executive 
sponsorship, and developing and executing communication and training plans. Work faster AND smarter with Google Workspace.
• Communicate and collaborate effectively with Chat, Meet and Drive.
• Create projects in real time by editing Docs, Sheets and Slides on the go.
• Store, organize and share files faster, easier and more securely.
• Manage users, data and devices with layers of Google’s world-class security.

“From the outset, we had a high comfort level with the Woolpert representative and felt we had been 
placed in the hands of a professional business entity that not only has the wherewithal to get things done 

but is there to fully support us when we need them.” Al Rozio, COO, C3LS Inc.

800.414.1045  
woolpert.com/google 
cloudsuccess@woolpert.com
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